Use Case

On-set connectivity
in remote locations
Remote production workflows require
consistent and reliable internet from
any location

Bringing Dejero connectivity to shoots
in remote locations is advantageous for
many reasons:

Cloud-based workflows are the next major shift happening in film and
media production, but in order to work in the cloud, you need to be
connected to it. When a production is happening in a remote location,
outside of the comforts of a fiber-connected studio — a robust,
always-on internet connection may not be so easy to come by.

• Expanded coverage: By aggregating multiple
network services into a single virtual ‘network of
networks’ you have access to a greater coverage
area than what a single carrier can deliver alone.

You might not even realize it, but relying on a single-provider LTE
hotspot or a failover solution for connectivity on-set, you’re risking
interruptions or service degradation that could bring your production
to a halt.

• Greater bandwidth: Leveraging the combined
bandwidth potential of connections allows you to
achieve greater upload and download capacity.

Take your production where your
creativity inspires you

• Scalable solutions: Depending on the size and scale
of your production and the remote nature of your
location, a robust, connectivity solution can be built
to suit using cellular and/or portable satellite.

Dejero solves your internet connectivity challenges on-set by
combining multiple networks into a single service, delivering a fast,
secure, and reliable pipeline through which video and data can flow
— even in remote locations.

• Workflow integration: With the right connectivity
backbone supporting your production, you can speed
up your projects and manage costs.

Rock-Solid Connectivity

Remote Production

Worry-free internet access from any
environment with the bandwidth to
support your cloud workflows

GateWay combines bandwidth from
multiple connections into a single service
for uninterrupted connectivity

Dejero GateWay

On-Location Internet Access
Your connectivity backbone for video
cart or video assist operations, VoIP calls,
and Wi-Fi hotspot access for crew

Use Case

On-set connectivity in remote locations

Delivering the Fast and Reliable Connectivity You
Need On Set
Filming in remote locations brings enough challenges — connectivity shouldn’t be one of
them. Working remotely requires internet connectivity you can count on — and when it
comes to providing fast and reliable connectivity, no one does it as well as Dejero.

Dejero GateWay
Designed with years of experience in providing critical connectivity across multiple
industries, Dejero GateWay network aggregation devices deliver reliable connectivity for
media production applications including video, data, and voice while in remote locations or
mobile environments.
Solution packages include purpose-built hardware, patented software, connectivity
services, backed by 24/7 support.

GateWay comes with 3 or 6 modems and offers
rack mounted or portable, fan-less options.

When you have the flexibility to combine multiple cellular, LAN and satellite
connections together you’ll never find yourself in a place where connectivity (or
lack thereof) will be an issue. From tropical islands, to rural woodlands, dense city
blocks and even on the side of a mountain range, Dejero Gateway has been delivering
high scale bandwidth wherever we configure it and is the resilient plug and play
connectivity tool our clients have been relying on for outstanding results.
Brandon Cooper, President, Film & New Media at First Mile Technologies.

Benefits of GateWay
Reliability

Speed

Security

More reliable internet
connection than solutions
relying on a single carrier

Aggregated bandwidth
for fast, bi-directional
data transfer

VPN support and dynamic
routing of packets provides
enhanced security

Simplicity

Flexibility

Priority Routing

Easy to use, install,
connect to external
antennas, and configure

Static IP, Port Forwarding,
and 1-1 NAT for enhanced
configuration and
network capabilities

Define priority connections
to help manage costs
and customize
network utilization

Dejero is the proud recipient of two Technology and Engineering Emmy®
Awards that recognize our achievements in enabling remote connectivity
and video transmission.

Want to learn more? Click here or go to: dejero.com/gateway
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